TEACHER RESOURCE
The Themes
The key to success in this process is how the students- in school, at
home or in an online lesson- engage with the six main themes that
drive Coventry Moves and indeed give coherence to the whole year
of activities. We would like them to choose one theme to base their
design on, and crucially select one word that can have prominence
in their design. t’s important that this word isn’t just chosen at
random. The word may end up printed in large scale on a flag
displayed for all to see. Each young person participating has their
chance with their word and design, to have their say about the City
as we launch this year of events. So we’d like the students to
engage with a thought process that helps them choose a word and
design that means something to them.
The six main themes are: Resilience, Social Justice, Youthfulness,
Innovation, People Power, and Sustainability. Not all of these words
will mean something, especially to younger students. So below are
some suggested definitions and ideas to help prompt reflection andideally-discussion.
Mind Maps
Students will doubtless be used to spider diagrams and mind maps.
If working in school, a group exploration of one or more of the
themes in this way could be useful.
If working singly, students might be encouraged to choose a couple
of the themes most attractive to them and mind-map each.
Their chosen word and design might end up being seen by thousands
of people- the message is, make it count!
Word Pyramids
Another way of approaching this may suit more logical thinkers.
Build a word pyramid with the main theme word at the top. Then
underneath, write two different words that the top word suggests to
you- they don’t have to be synonyms, or directly linked- no wrong
answers. Then place two words beneath each of the words on row
two, suggested by those words, so you have four words on row
three…. Like word association, each word only has to follow from
the one directly above, not the word at the top.
Continue as long as you have space- then choose the one you like
best.
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RESILIENCE
Resilience - This means how we bounce back from disappointments or deal with
hardships - how the City emerged from the hardships of the Second World War and
the Blitz; how we will emerge from the challenges of COVID.
Visual Idea:
Imagine RESILIENCE is a box with that word on the lid. The box is full to bursting- with
words related to ‘resilience’. The lid can’t be kept on the box, resilience can’t be kept
down. The lid springs off- what other words coming spilling out?
Questions:
How has society generally had to demonstrate resilience recently? Can you think of
a famous person who has had to show resilience in their life or career? Does
showing resilience always mean winning?
Consider the story of athlete Derek Redmond at the Barcelona Olympics- although
injured and bound to finish last, he had to complete the course…
Is it possible for a city to show resilience? The story of the Coventry Blitz comes to
mind here.
Is there a time in your life when you, or someone close to you, have gone through
a hard time and had to show resilience? What did you/they do to pull through? NB
beware of sharing information sensitively if addressing this question.
Quotes for discussion or inspiration:
”Do not judge me by my success, judge me by how many times I fell down and got back
up again.” Nelson Mandela
“My barn having burned down, I can now see the moon.” Mizuta Masahide (17th century
Japanese poet and samurai)
"Rock bottom became the solid foundation on which I rebuilt my life.” J.K. Rowling

Links:
Have a look at this clip of athlete Derek Redmond at the Barcelona Olympics:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t2G8KVzTwfw
Facts about the Blitz from Coventry CC:
https://www.coventry.gov.uk/info/217/coventry_blitz/2603/20_facts_you_might_not
_know_about_the_coventry_blitz

SOCIAL JUSTICE
Social Justice - this means people, laws, fairness and equality for everyone. From
Black Lives Matter and School Climate Strikes to Housing Associations saving a
local street from development, the city has often been a place where people
make changes happen.
Visual Idea: imagine social justice as a scaffold or ladder, made of words, erected
to climb over obstacles - what would the words be?
Questions:
Do you think our society is fair to everyone? Can you think of a time in your
life when you felt that you, or someone you know, was treated unfairly? What
did you do to address this, if anything?
Do you know of any examples- in Coventry or in the UK- of people trying to
make things fairer? Can children and young people make any difference in
making society more just? Is justice only about the law? Look at the Coventry
food justice movement for a different take on the subject.
Why do you think we have included the word ‘Social’ alongside ‘Justice’ as one
of our themes? How can the arts, culture and creativity play a role in
promoting social justice?
Quotes for discussion or inspiration:
“History will have to record that the greatest tragedy of this period of social transition
was not the strident clamour of the bad people, but the appalling silence of the good
people.” Martin Luther King, Jr.
“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world;
indeed, it's the only thing that ever has.” Margaret Mead
“Be the change you want to see.” Mahatma Gandhi
“Tolerance and understanding won't 'trickle down' in our society any more than wealth
does.” Muhammad Ali

Links:
https://www.coventryfoodjustice.uk/https://blacklivesmatter.com/ UK Student
Climate Network: https://ukscn.org/ukscnschools/https://www.historyextra.com/period/20th-century/the-1911schoolchildren-strikes/

YOUTHFULNESS
Youthfulness - Coventry is a city with more young people than most places in
Britain. But this word doesn’t just mean ‘young’; it means being curious, open to
ideas and experimentation, being energetic, thinking about the future… anyone
can be youthful!
Visual idea:
Imagine youthfulness as a growing thing, as a tree or a plant with buds full of
words waiting to flourish. The buds are forced open by the strength of the
words within - what words come spreading out?
Questions:
How can old people be ‘youthful?’ Do you know an older person who behaves in a
'youthful' way? What makes them 'Youthful'

How can a city be youthful?
How has youth culture changed over time?
If you could teach an older person something, what would you choose to
teach them?
Quotes for discussion or inspiration:
“Youth is happy because it has the ability to see beauty. Anyone who keeps the
ability to see beauty never grows old.” Franz Kafka
"Youth is a wonderful thing. What a crime to waste it on children.” George
Bernard Shaw
“I've got a great ambition to die of exhaustion rather than boredom.” Thomas
Carlyle
Links:
https://www.coventryyouthpartnership.org/
https://www.pinterest.com/adelleconnors/youth2seniors-intergenerationalart-projects/

INNOVATION
I
Innovation- this means making new, original stuff, and having new, original ideasor taking old ideas into new contexts. From developing the modern bicycle to
building the first car in England, from Delia Derbyshire's innovations in electronic
music to the founding of the Green Party, Coventry has always been about finding
new ways of doing things...
Visual Idea: Create a well-known mechanical device (bicycle, car, computer,
whatever) out of words related to the picture, or related to the word 'Innovation'
itself...
Questions:
Example- why is a modern bicycle better than a Penny Farthing? What word
would you choose to celebrate or encapsulate the difference?
Complete the sentence: "I'd like to live in a world (or City) where..." How could
you Innovate to bring these ideas to fruition?
Can you think of a time when you have had an idea- not necessarily for an
invention, just an idea that would help people around you or a particular
situation? What skills did you need to be innovative? Why is it important to have
new ideas?
Quotes for discussion or inspiration:
"Creativity is thinking up new things. Innovation is doing new things.” Theodore Levitt
“There is no innovation and creativity without failure.” Brené Brown
“No idea is so outlandish that it should not be considered.” Winston Churchill
"Anything's possible if you've got enough nerve" J.K.Rowling
Links
https://www.history.com/news/11-innovations-that-changed-history
https://www.keycities.co.uk/coventry-named-young-innovative-city
https://www.coventrytelegraph.net/news/coventry-news/coventy-bicycleindustry-history-15526405

PEOPLE POWER
People Power - This means the difference ordinary people can make. From the
people who dyed wool for the medieval textile industries to the new communities
who came to make cars in the 60s and 70s, the city has been based on the hard
work of its people and enriched by the diversity of their ideas and cultures.
Visual Idea
Imagine a group of people from diverse backgrounds building a structure with
letters and words rather than bricks – what kind of words- and structuresemerge?
Questions:
What does ‘power’ usually mean?
Think about the ways in which ordinary people can make a difference- lead
the discussion banning any actual names- so it can’t be about a famous
person, on-line influencer or whatever.
How does sharing knowledge of different communities and backgrounds help
build 'people power'?
How do different cultures empower the people of a City?
“You may be the first to do many things, but make sure you are not the last.”
An interesting quote form Kamala Harris (more below). What does this mean?
How can teaching or inspiring others lead to power?
Quotes for discussion or inspiration:
“Our unity is our strength, and our diversity is our power. We reject the myth of "us"
vs. "them." We are in this together.” Kamala Harris
“People are the most important resource in the world.” Sunday Adelaja
"The most common way people give up their power is by thinking they don’t
have any” Alice Walker
Links
https://mobilisationlab.org/resources/10-ways-people-power-can-change-theworld/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/the-people-are-revolting-the-history-ofprotest/zdpdgwx
https://coventrycityofpeace.uk/coventry-diversity-forum/

SUSTAINABILITY
Sustainability - This means using the earth’s resources in such a way that they
will continue to be available in the future. It is fitting that Coventry saw the
birth of the Green Party; a vision of sustainability will drive the city’s future, and
Green projects are at the heart of the City of Culture year. In the same way that
those who came before us paved the way for our lives now, we need to think
about the wellbeing and happiness of future generations.
Visual Idea
Show sustainability-linked words as a cyclical structure, or a repeated word
‘nourishing’ itself- eg use the water cycle as inspiration, with words
representing rainfall, water collected on the ground, evaporation, clouds
formng...
Questions:
Have you ever participated in a sustainability exercise? It may be less
obvious than you think… a book swap? Toy exchange? Bought second hand
things from the school fete?
In what ways do the adults around you try and make the world a better
place to live in? What are they missing? How would you improve the world
for the children of the future?
Why is the predominant colour of the environmental movement green?
Can you actually practice sustainability in your flag collage design?
Quotes for discussion or inspiration
"Buy less, choose well.” Vivienne Westwood
"Earth provides enough to satisfy every man’s need, but not every man’s greed.”
Mahatma Ghandi
"How wonderful it is that nobody need wait a single moment before starting to
improve the world.” Anne Frank
Links
https://www.reusethisbag.com/articles/a-kids-guide-to-understandingsustainability
https://kids.britannica.com/students/article/sustainability/631791#:~:text=Sust
ainability%20refers%20to%20using%20resources,depends%20on%20the%20na
tural%20environment.https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Green_Part
y_of_England_and_Wales

OTHER LINKS THAT MIGHT HELP

Check out some interesting ideas around City of Culture
branding here, including what some apparently abstract
shapes represent in messaging around the year:
https://coventry2021.co.uk/blogs/coventry-moveslaunching-the-brand-laura-mcmillan-blog/
Some info and resources on Henri Matisse and cutout
techniques:
https://www.moma.org/calendar/exhibitions/1429
An interesting page on the meaning of national flags, giving
ideas for how blocks of colour can represent themes:
https://www.visualcapitalist.com/24-iconic-world-flagsand-what-they-mean/
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